SCALES
Triple Beam Scales
SCM3 TRIPLE BEAM SCALE

$150.00

The My Weigh Triple Beam scale has been around for over 20 years now, in this time we have learnt a lot from our loyal
customers to give you what we believe is the complete scale. The My Weigh Triple Beam offers the accuracy and convenience of
a balance while also offering the benefit of very practical mass visualization.
Strength
The My Weigh Triple Beam is built to last, its rugged durable construction will ensure years of dependable service. This is a
scale that won’t let you down when you need it the most.
Stainless Steel Platform
This mechanical scale has a durable stainless steel weighing platform to make clean-up a breeze. This stainless-steel offers
both scratch proof and rust proof platform to ensure the longest possible life.

ATTACHMENT WEIGHTS
To achieve the maximum weight of 2610 grams on all Ohaus Scales, two 1000 gram weights and one 500 gram weight
required. 500 Gram Weight
$12.20 1000 Gram Weight
$15.85

IBAL 5000H Hemp Plastic Scale Precision Digital
5000 Grams (optional AC Adapter $13.50)

Price $65.00

The My Weigh i5000-H All-Purpose Digital Scale has a 5000 gram capacity with a 1 gram resolution,
and also measures in three other modes. This scale has a backlit display, tare feature, and counting
feature. Weighing bowl and batteries included. Not Reccommeded for Heavy Use.

NEW !! IBAL 5500 Professional Grade Scale Precision Digital
The iBalance 5500 is the perfect higher capacity precision scale. It reads 5500 grams in 0.1 gram increments. The iBalance comes
complete with an AC Adaptor and large Stainless Steel tray.. The extra-large Backlit LCD makes for easy reading. The base of the scale
has height adjustable rubber feet, these are used in combination with the included level bubble so you can set the scale at a perfectly
flat angle (for optimum accuracy). Price $220.00 Plastic Bowl - $9.00 (Reccommended for Heavy Use.)

DIGITAL SCALES
These scales provide total portablility with a 9V battery operation, socket for optional A/C adapter, one-touch zero function, and
LCD digital readout. They are durable and can speed up any weighing task. Ship wt. 2 lbs.
Model CS-200 200 gram capacity
$120.00
Model CS-2000 2000 gram capacity
$120.00
Model CS-5000 5000 gram capacity
$132.00
*Optional ac adapter
$21.00
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